do not modify the way of the wire
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VDDQ  VSSQ  M1
VDDQ  VSSQ  P1
VDDQ  VSSQ  P4
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Quad SPI Flash Memory

Title: Quad SPI Flash Memory (MICRON)
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Title: USB OTG HS PHY with micro A-B connector
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Title: MIPI connector for DSI LCD and HDMI boards.
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DSI LCD

- DSI TE
- DSI Reset
- DSI CL_K
- DSI D0_P
- DSI D0_N
- DSI D1_P
- DSI D1_N
- LCD SAD
- LCD SDA
- LCD SCL
- LCD INT
- DSI O2 P
- DSI O2 N
- DSI O3 P
- DSI O3 N
- DSI TE
- LCD BL
- LCD BL CTRL
- LCD BL CLR
- LCD BL CTRL
- DSI Reset
- LCD SAD
- LCD SDA
- LCD SCL
- LCD INT
- DSI O2 P
- DSI O2 N
- DSI O3 P
- DSI O3 N
- LCD SAD
- LCD SDA
- LCD SCL
- LCD INT

MB1166 I2C Address: 0101 0100

Cables and connections diagram showing DSI LCD connections.
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